The
MedeAnalytics
Platform

DATA SHEET

Make Even Better Decisions with a Healthcare-Ready
Analytics Platform
Capitalizing on your data requires more than just generating reports. It requires
an innovative, self-service analytics platform that includes visualization,
workflows, predictive analytics, benchmarking, guided analysis, and even
machine learning. The MedeAnalytics platform includes all of this and more—
enabling you to unlock quantifiable business value from your data.

THE MEDEANALYTICS
PLATFORM
WHO IS IT FOR?
•P
 ayer and provider executives
looking to unlock business
value from their data
WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?

ENTERPRISE
ANALYTICS
PLATFORM

• Comprehensive data
orchestration
• Intelligent tools like
predictive analytics
and guided analysis
• SaaS analytics solutions
for healthcare

Realizing the true value of your business data requires an analytics platform
that extends across your enterprise and leverages your existing data
infrastructure. The MedeAnalytics platform does just that with a foundation
of powerful analytics technologies and capabilities including:
• Comprehensive data orchestration
• Technology stack representing today’s elite technology vendors
• Visualization and workflows that turn raw data into meaningful insights
• Predictive analytics and emerging technologies like guided analysis
and machine learning
• Healthcare-specific dashboards, benchmarking, reports, alerts, and more
• Platform as a service that offers the flexibility to design your own
analytics solutions

• Platform as a service
capabilities
WHY DO YOU NEED IT?
• Use your data to make even
smarter decisions
• Leverage your existing data
infrastructure with enterprisewide analytics
• Get insights into the hands of
those who need them most
• Use a single platform for
decision-making across
the enterprise

Generate Valuable Insights with Visualization and Workflows
The MedeAnalytics platform offers a common look and feel with a superior
user experience, ensuring the visualization capabilities you need to
understand your data. Benchmarking and drill-down capabilities are built
into the platform so you can easily spot trends, draw comparisons, and ask
questions of your data. Integrated workflows capitalize on these insights and
boost collaboration throughout the organization.

Ensure Data Security and Integrity
With comprehensive data integration and enterprise-grade security,
the MedeAnalytics platform ensures the integrity of your data. The
platform integrates data from multiple sources and enables security with
role-based access, making sure data gets into the hands of the right
users—and no one else.

TESTIMONIAL
“We exist to improve the
health of patients, members,
and communities we serve.
As healthcare becomes more
complex, having unified
reporting and analytics
tools becomes increasingly
important to our work to care
for those we serve.”
Soyal Momin
VP of Data and Analytics
Presbyterian Healthcare Services

Better Understand Your Data with Machine Learning
Leveraging the industry’s latest technologies, the MedeAnalytics platform
offers machine learning capabilities that can be trained to identify anomalies
in your data and pinpoint areas that need attention. With linear regression
models, the platform will recognize that a spike in activity isn’t an anomaly
but an expected pattern identified in historical data.

Intelligently Drill Down into Your Data with Guided Analysis
After an anomaly is detected through machine learning, guided analysis
offers intelligent drill-down paths that quickly explain the root causes of
negative performance trends.

Predict Future Outcomes and Trends
There’s more to data analysis than what occurred in the past. To truly
capitalize on your data, you need to be able to predict future outcomes.
The MedeAnalytics platform uses predictive analytics with data mining,
statistical modeling, and machine learning to improve forecasting.

Customize and Innovate with Platform as a Service
Recognizing that you may require additional analytics functionality not
included in our solutions, MedeAnalytics offers our platform as a service.
This offers the flexibility for you to import data, associate it with your own
dashboards and views, and integrate it with other MedeAnalytics solutions.
You can keep all your data on a single platform while maximizing the data
integrity, data stability, and visualization capabilities available on
the MedeAnalytics platform.

For more information, visit www.medeanalytics.com/
services/platform.

PROVIDER SOLUTIONS
Revenue Cycle Management
• Patient Access
• Revenue Integrity
• Business Office
Value Based Performance
• Population Health
• Quality Management
Cost and Operations
• Supply Chain
• Labor Productivity
• Service Line
• Throughput
Enterprise Performance
Management
• Action Planning
• Progress Tracking
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